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R�ESUM�E

Plusieurs publications r�ecentes pr�esentent des m�ethodes
qui permettent d'obtenir des bancs de �ltres �a reconstruction
parfaite pr�eservant le support temporel de signaux d'entr�ee
de longueur �nie. Ces m�ethodes utilisent une extension
temporelle de ces signaux [1, 2], et un design de �ltres de
transition pour les bords [3, 4, 5]. Elles ne peuvent cepen-
dant pas être appliqu�ees directement aux bancs de �ltres
modul�es et �a phase lin�eaires dont les centres de sym�etrie
des �ltres d'analyse sont di��erents [6, 7, 8, 9]. N�eanmoins,
en prolongeant le signal d'entr�ee de mani�ere appropri�ee, on
peut retrouver les propri�et�es de reconstruction parfaite et de
pr�eservation du support temporel �ni avec de tels bancs de
�ltres.
Dans cet article, nous nous concentrons sur des m�ethodes

qui utilisent l'extension du support de signaux �nis, ap-
pliqu�ees aux bancs de �ltres MDFT (ceux-ci peuvent être
consid�er�es comme un cas g�en�eral pour la classe des bancs
de �ltres �etudi�es). Les r�esultats ainsi obtenus peuvent être
directement utilis�es dans les bancs de �ltres propos�es par
Princen et Bradley [6] et par Lin et Vaidyanathan [9].

1 INTRODUCTION
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The aim of subband coding is to compress the input signal
by using appropriate quantization and coding techniques in
the subbands. In order to achieve a high compression ratio
it is important that the total number of subband samples is
not greater than the number of input samples.
When processing in�nite-length input sequences with a

modulated M channel �lter bank, critical subsampling is
obtained if each of the M subbands is decimated by the
factor M .
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Fig. 1: Modi�ed complex modulated �lter bank

ABSTRACT

Several recent publications treat extension methods for
�nite-length input signals [1, 2] and the design of boundary
�lters [3, 4, 5], respectively, leading to support preservative
and perfect reconstruction �lter banks. These methods
cannot be applied in their original form to modulated linear
phase �lter banks where the analysis �lters have di�erent
centers of symmetry [6, 7, 8, 9]. However, these �lter banks
can keep the support preservative and perfect reconstruction
property, too, if we appropriately extend the input signal.
In this paper we only treat extension methods for the

MDFT �lter bank as it can be regarded as the most general
case of the considered class. The results can be directly
transferred to the �lter banks proposed by Princen and
Bradley [6] and Lin and Vaidyanathan [9].

The MDFT �lter bank given in Fig. 1 is a modi�ed
complex modulated M channel �lter bank providing perfect
reconstruction [8] and critical subsampling for in�nite-length
input signals. M complex valued input samples yield M
purely real and M purely imaginary valued subband signals.
For real valued input signals, M of the 2M subband signals
are complex conjugates of the others and can be removed.
The MDFT �lter bank can be implemented e�ciently by a
DFT polyphase realization [10].
The causal analysis and synthesis �lters hk(n) and fk(n)

are complex modulated and time shifted versions of a zero-
phase lowpass prototype p(n) with a transition bandwidth
from ��=M to �=M . As shown in [8], all analysis and
synthesis �lters are linear phase and given by

hk(n) = fk(n) = p(n�
N � 1

2
) exp

�
j
2�k(n� (N � 1)=2)

M

�
;

n = 0; : : :N � 1; k = 0; : : : ;M � 1: (1)

Concerning the linear phase property, the MDFT �lter
bank di�ers from cosine modulated �lter banks [11, 12] which
use a linear phase prototype but do no have linear phase
analysis / synthesis �lters.
When x(n) is a �nite-length input signal, due to the

linear convolution of x(n) with the analysis �lters hk(n), the
number of real and imaginary valued samples in all subbands



is longer than twice the length of the complex valued input
signal.
Several possibilities to reduce the data rate in the sub-

bands exist:

� The easiest way is to truncate the subband signals.
This leads to distortions in the boundaries and perfect
reconstruction cannot be obtained.

� Another possibility is to use circular convolution [13].
The input sequence can be interpreted as a period
of a longer periodic signal. The subband signals are
also periodic and one period contains all information
necessary for perfect reconstruction. By this, we can
obtain critical subsampling. The main disadvantage of
this method is the fact that the amplitude of the pe-
riodically extended signal may contain discontinuities.
This causes a few samples with high amplitudes in the
higher frequency bands. Since the average energy in
these bands is generally very low, only a few bits are
spent for their quantization so that high quantization
errors may be visible in the boundary regions of the
reconstructed signal.

� For �lter banks with linear phase analysis / synthe-
sis �lters it is possible to extend the input sequence
symmetrically and to obtain symmetrically extended
subband signals [1, 2]. Discontinuities of the signal's
amplitude are avoided by this method. The subband
signals can be truncated in such a way that the �lter
bank is support preservative and provides perfect recon-
struction. However, the symmetries described in [2] are
only valid if all analysis �lters have the same center of
symmetry and therefore symmetric extension methods
cannot be applied in their original form to the MDFT
�lter bank and the �lter banks proposed by Princen and
Bradley [6] and Lin and Vaidyanathan [9].

� Apart from extension methods of the input signal it
is possible to design boundary and transition �lters,
respectively, [3, 4, 5]. These �lters are no longer mod-
ulated versions of a common prototype and the MDFT
�lter bank cannot be implemented any longer in the
DFT polyphase realization when using these �lters.

Outline of the paper: In section 2 we will show how the
symmetric extension method can be applied to MDFT �lter
banks by having a closer look at the symmetries appearing
in subbands decimated without and with a delay for a one-
dimensional complex valued input signal. In section 3 we will
apply the results to a real valued AR1 process and to an im-
age. The subband signals of the image will be quantized and
the visible boundary distortions will be compared to those
of simple truncation and circular convolution, respectively.

2 SYMMETRIC EXTENSION OF THE

INPUT SIGNAL

In this paper we will regard even lengths analysis and
synthesis �lters and input signals whose lengths are integer
multiples of M . For the sake of simplicity, the signal length
Nx = mM (m > 0) is assumed to be greater than the
duration of the �lter impulse responses.

Instead of the input signal x(n) we will process the ex-
tended signal xex(n)

xex =

2
4 E1

INx

E2

3
5x with x = [x(0); x(1); : : : ; x(Nx � 1)]T

where INx
denotes the size Nx�Nx identity matrix and E1

and E2 the size k�Nx reexion matrices with k = N=2+1+�
and � � 0.
The matrices E1 and E2 are

[E1]i;j =�k�1�i;j
[E2]i;j =�i;Nx�1�j

i = 0; : : : ; k � 1; j = 0; : : :Nx � 1

with �i;j being the Kronecker symbol.
Fig. 2 shows an example for the computation of the deci-

mated lowpass subband signal from an extended input signal
in a 4 channel MDFT �lter bank. The impulse response of
the lowpass �lter h(n) has the length N = 6 and the input
signal x(n) the length Nx = 8. The symmetric extension
is shown in dashed boxes. During convolution the values
of x(n) and h(�n) are multiplied and accumulated for the
delays shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Symmetries of the lowpass subband signal due to

convolution with the extended input signal and subsampling

without and with a delay

From Fig. 2 we see that symmetric subband signals y(m)

are formed in both examples. In the upper one, the subband

signal has 3 non-redundant samples (y0; y1; y2). This does

not correspond to critical subsampling where only Nx=M =

8=4 = 2 non-redundant samples may appear. This is the

case in the lower example.

Due to subsampling with and without a time delay ofM=2

samples both kinds of symmetry exist in the subbands of the

MDFT �lter bank. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain

perfect reconstruction and support preservation when we

regard all subbands.
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For an input signal of the length Nx = mM , the matrices

Y1 and Y2 in Eqns. (2) and (3) contain the subband

signals decimated without and with a delay, respectively.

The k-th row contains the k-th subband signal. The real

and imaginary part has been taken corresponding to the

�lter bank structure (see Fig. 1) starting with the real part

in the undelayed branch of the lowpass subband.

In Eqns. (2) and (3), the non-redundant subband samples

that must be saved in order to obtain perfect reconstruction

are shown in dashed boxes. For synthesis, the samples

outside the boxes have to be extended.

The zeroth row ofY1 has the same symmetry as the upper

example in Fig. 2 and the symmetry in the zeroth row of

Y2 is identical to the lower example in Fig. 2. In the other

rows the symmetric extension is done in the following way:

the k-th row (k = 1; : : : ;M � 1) has to be �lled up with

the ipped negative samples of the (M � k)-th row. In the

highpass band in matrix Y1 (M=2-th row) the zeroth and

m-th sample are equal to zero. These unusual symmetries

are due to the relation between the analysis �lters hk(n) and

hM�k(n):

hk(n) = �h�M�k(n); k = 1; : : : ;M � 1 (4)

Each subband signal in Y2 (i.e. each row) has m non-

redundant samples. In Y1, M=2 subbands contain (m + 1)

non-redundant samples and the remaining M=2 subbands

only (m�1). Overall, we have ful�lled the support preserva-

tive property (the complex valued input signal of the length

Nx = mM is devided into 2M purely imaginary or real

valued subband signals. M subbands of the length m, M=2

subbands of the length (m + 1), and M=2 subbands of the

length (m� 1)).

3 RESULTS

A. Application to a Real Valued

AR1 Process

When using symmetric extension methods we have ensure

that the statistics of the subband signals remain nearly
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Fig. 3: Inuence of di�erent boundary treatment of the quantized subbands: a) original, b) truncation of the subbands,

c) circular convolution, d) symmetric extension

unchanged in order to avoid boundary distortions. Fig. 4

shows the variances of the subband signals for a real valued

AR1 lowpass process with � = 0:95 using an 8 channel �lter

bank. The analysis �lters have N = 40 coe�cients and the

input signal has Nx = 160 samples. The variances hardly

change at the boundaries.

The lowpass band y0(m) and the highpass band y4(m)

being decimated with and without a delay, respectively, are

equal to zero because of a real valued input signal.

B. Application to Image Coding

Images are typical examples of �nite-length input signals. In

this subsection we show the inuence of di�erent treatments

of the boundaries. The original 256 � 256 pixel image is

shown in Fig. 3a. It is devided into subbands by processing

the rows and columns separately using a 16 channel MDFT

�lter bank and a lowpass prototype with 32 coe�cients. All

subbands are linearly quantized with the same quantization

step.

The boundary distortions visible in the reconstructed

image are worst when the subbands are just truncated to

the size of the original image, see Fig. 3b. When using

circular convolution visible boundary distortions appear in

the lower and right border of the reconstructed image in

Fig. 3c due to the discontinuities introduced by this method.

Using symmetric extension methods hardly any boundary

distortions are visible in the reconstructed image, see Fig. 3d.

In all reconstructed images so called \ringing e�ects"

appear, too, which are due to the quantization error in the

subbands.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown how extension methods can

be applied to MDFT �lter banks. These �lter banks can

be regarded as a general case of linear phase �lter banks

having analysis �lters with di�erent centers of symmetry.

An example has shown that the boundary distortions are

signi�cantly reduced in comparison to circular convolution

and simple truncation of the subband signals.
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